straight vertical connection between two points of V in one column. Charge /M -1 (for the length of the vertical line segment) and 1 (for the cell q occupies), hence a total of <M cells to q. (Note that Steiner points on this vertical line segment can only have outgoing hedges beside the u edges now accounted for, and no other leaf can be charged the same cells as q.) Case b): the h edge marked by q has no other marks. It means that this edge can be uniquely assigned to q and we can again charge </M -1 (for the horizontal line segment) and 1 (for the cell of q), hence a total of <M cells to q.
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Case b): the h edge marked by q has no other marks. It means that this edge can be uniquely assigned to q and we can again charge </M -1 (for the horizontal line segment) and 1 (for the cell of q), hence a total of <M cells to q.
Case c): the h edge marked by q has other marks as well. Note that in this case, the h edge necessarily ends in a Steiner cell, with one outgoing v edge continuing on to q over a path of further v edges. Say (without loss of generality) that the path leads from the Steiner cell downwards. The only possibility for the h edge to be marked by another leaf as well is that there is a cell of V in the same column reached from the Steiner cell by going upward. Thus 
